EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES

AT HAHKIALA MANOR

IN HÄME REGION

Historical Hahkiala Manor in Lakeland District
is just 1,5 hours drive from Helsinki.
The impressive baroque style Manor is surrounded
by three lakes and a stunning baroque
garden which make a beautiful setting for
an educational trip.

HAHKIALA

MANOR

Phone: +358 50 517 8194
Email: sales@hahkiala.com
www.hahkiala.com/en
www.visithame.fi/en/
LOCATION:
61°08'45.3"N 24°35'18.5"E
OFFICIAL ADDRESS:
Hahkialantie 30, 14700 Hauho
(Hämeenlinna) FINLAND

LAND MANAGEMENT, WETLAND AND FARMING

December 2017 Hahkiala was granted the prestige Wildlife Estates label (WE)
which is given by European Landowners Organization “under strictly scientific
criteria to territories that practice the highest standard of wildlife and land
management, and maintain close collaboration with local authorities or the
wider public, in order to enhance biodiversity; the label is renewable every
five years. Places which voluntarily adhere to WE philosophy, demonstrate
that local human development and sustainable land use have to be integrated
in the same project, even in protected areas”.*
Hahkiala is run with sustainability in mind as heat is produced by own
woodchip power plant, water is cleaned by own wastewater station, waste is
minimized, forest management ensures growth and diversity and all other
actions are taken to ensure sustainability.
At Hahkiala educational visit includes a tour of our wetlands and forests, visit
to our chip station and wastewater station as well as a presentation of our
forest management. Group is guided by a specialist within sustainable land
management and forestry. After visits we gather for a round table discussion
to further deepen into the subject. and enjoy afternoon coffee with cake.
After the day’s official programme the group will enjoy a true Finnish sauna
and hot tub by the lake and a dinner prepared from wild and local ingredients.
Overnight at Hahkiala Manor with breakfast.
For the second day we can assist to organize a visit to local farms (pig farm.
dairy farm or sheep farm) and our neighbour, Lantmännen Agro, who develops
and test different seeds and farming at the fields around Hahkiala. Price for
the visits upon request.
*http://www.wildlife-estates.eu/about.php

5195 € / 10 persons + 195 € / extra person
VAT 0%

WORK, NATURE & WELL-BEING

According to World Happiest Report Finland is the happiest country to
live in. One important factor is to find a good work-life balance and
make choices that support overall well-being. This programme gives
you a great insight to the subject.
Jutta & Juha are experienced and charismatic speakers with a holistic
approach. The couple offer an unique combination as Jutta`s catchy
energizing personality and knowledge within well-being is combined
with Juha's scientific view on the topics.
Lectures & exercises address the issues that affect us all: stress, time
management, self-management, how to be present and how to take
control of our own life.
Jutta's and Juha's aim is to help you to:
- take responsibility for your own well-being and health
- recognize the signs of stress and learn how to manage stress
- find ways to support recovery in your everyday life
- increase productivity and community spirit in the work community
- work towards reducing sick leave days
- streamline and manage your time
- take responsibility for leading yourself
Educational visit includes lectures, exercises, welcome drink, lunch,
afternoon coffee & smoothie, Finnish sauna experience with a hot tub
by the lake and a dinner prepared from wild and local ingredients. And
an overnight at Hahkiala Manor with breakfast.

5885 € / 10 persons + 195 € / extra person
VAT 0%

